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ABSTRACT

This research presents a Single-Switch Bridgeless PFC (SSBPFC) SEPIC which is passive PFC with proposed series-line-diodes-clamped (SLDC) configuration for circuit structure simplicity and power quality issues mitigation. The structure simplification considers the reduction in number of components, while the power quality issues considers the parameters design of components. Basically, the BPFC SEPIC consists of more number of components and has the possibility of having power quality issues due to the combination of two operation circuits in one converter. When the BPFC SEPIC was implemented, several major drawbacks exist such as circulating current, capacitive coupling loop, more current stress at input capacitors and line-diodes, high total harmonic distortion of current (THDi), low power factor, dead zones, and high output voltage ripple. Therefore, a SSBPFC SEPIC structure with SLDC configuration was presented to solve the major drawbacks of the previous BPFC SEPIC. The principle employed for optimisation of parameters design was based on the energy balancing compensation between the input capacitors and output inductors to reduce the THDi. Besides, the input and output inductors were designed to operate in DCM and CCM respectively based on the ripple balancing concept to improve the quality of AC source. A large value of output capacitor was used to reduce the output voltage ripple. The simulation and experimental results showed a good agreement with the proposed designed parameters. The experimental results demonstrated that the THDi was reduced from 56.2% to 4.7% after optimisation and the dead zones were inherently eliminated. It was confirmed that the output voltage ripple frequency was always double from the line frequency, 50 Hz and the output voltage ripple was reduced from 19 V to 7 V and consequently produced a constant DC output voltage. The circulating current and capacitive coupling loop were eliminated, causing the maximum current stress at line-diodes and input capacitor to be reduced. Therefore, the design of the proposed converter was confirmed with approximately 100 W of the output power.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project background

Computer network or data network has become a necessity in industries, education fields, and societies. This growth has been driven by an increasingly connected worldwide population. Therefore, the information and communications technology (ICT) plays a main part to provide the data network and networking connection. The ICT refers to the technologies that provide access to information through telecommunications. The ICT equipment is required to realize the development of ICT. The Data Communication (Datacom) processes and stores the data of information transferred from the sender to the receiver, and Telecommunications (Telecom) sends the information over distances [1]–[3]. In recent years, the ICT equipment in Datacom application is commonly located in the same room, cabinet or rack like the conventional telecom equipment [4]. The Datacom application requires a DC source of +48 V and uses uninterruptible power supply (UPS) as the backup supply [5]–[21]. The desired voltage for the Datacom application follows the universal standard for telecommunications equipment that is clearly defined by European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) [22]. Most of the ICT equipment require input supply in direct current (DC) but, the available sources are mainly in alternating current (AC) system.

The Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation (NTT) [23] has proposed three systems for the Datacom application namely the AC system, DC system with 48 V, and HVDC system with 400 V [1]. The DC system with 48V is currently used worldwide as the system has less number of power converter, simple configuration,
high reliability, and low cost compared to the AC system. The power converter plays an important role to ensure the ICT equipment in Datacom application can receive the DC source fixed in 48 V following the standard of ICT equipment [24]. Thus, the application needs an AC-DC converter (full-bridge rectifier) to convert the AC source from the grid to DC output. The AC-DC converters consist of diodes or thyristors to provide a controlled and uncontrolled DC power with unidirectional and bidirectional power flows [25]. When a single phase full-bridge rectifier is connected to non-linear load such as the ICT equipment, it results in poor power quality such as voltage distortion, low power factor (PF) at the AC sources, high total harmonics distortion of current (THD), and slowly varying rippled DC output at the end load [26]. Accordingly, a single-ended primary-inductor converter (SEPIC) is selected to improve the PF, reduce THD, and output voltage ripple as well as stepping down the voltage to 48 V [27]–[29]. Integration of two converters which are the full bridge rectifier and SEPIC converter is named as conventional PFC SEPIC. When the conventional PFC SEPIC is implemented in the DC system of 48 V, the structure has several integration issues such as common mode noise and high conduction loss due to the four diodes-bridge deployed. Therefore, mitigation solutions are needed to avoid the ICT equipment and their connection into the grid from damage.

Back in 1983, the first bridgeless PFC (BPFC) topology is proposed by D. M. Mitchel [30] to reduce the conduction loss as well as to reduce the number of power converter [31]. The BPFC topology means that two operation circuits operate in one circuit. It is good to know that a single-stage BPFC uses one DC-DC converter while the two-stage BPFC uses two DC-DC converters in the topology. Usually, the BPFC boost converters are widely used in other applications due to its less number of passive components, has simple configuration, low cost, and robust [32]–[34]. But the BPFC boost is not suitable to be used in the DC system with 48 V due to the DC output of the BPFC boost is higher than the AC source. The BPFC boost structure possesses some disadvantages in which the DC output isolation is hard to be implemented, high start-up inrush current, and the current limitation is low during overload conditions [32], [35]–[39]. Therefore, the BPFC SEPIC in [32] is proposed to solve the disadvantages of the previous BPFC boost converter as well as able to follow the standard of the ICT equipment. However, the BPFC SEPIC has other major practical drawbacks such as more number of components, using two switches, circulating current, capacitive coupling loop, and maximum current stress at the semiconductor
and passive components. Thus, the structure needs improvement and optimisation of the parameter of components.

To solve the major practical drawbacks of the existing BPFC SEPIC, this research is focusing on the circuit structure simplification and power quality issues mitigation. The circuit simplification is from the improvement of circuit structure, and the power quality issues mitigation is based on the optimisation of parameter design. The improvement of the circuit structure is required to ensure the number of components can be reduced, $PF$ can achieve nearly unity, and the configuration is simple. From the structure design, an approximately unity $PF$ can also be achieved by rearranging the position of the clamped diodes while optimising the parameter design. Hence, an improved configuration for the BPFC SEPIC which is the series-line-diode-clamped (SLDC) configuration is introduced. The design of the bridgeless PFC (BPFC) SEPIC structure with SLDC configuration aims to eliminate the circulating current and capacitive coupling loop, causing the maximum current stress at the semiconductor and passive component to be reduced as well. To mitigate the power quality issues in the structure, the principle of energy balancing between passive components, ripple balancing concept, and large capacitance of output capacitance are used for the purpose to optimising parameter design. When the parameter of the passive components are optimised, the results show that the structure produces a low $THD$, and good waveform quality of AC sources without presence of dead zones, reduced output voltage ripple, and almost unity $PF$.

1.2 Problem statements

The most popular available source worldwide is AC source while majority of devices or applications such as ICT equipment in Datacom application require DC 48 V as the input DC. A conventional PFC SEPIC structure is presented to produce a fixed DC voltage output of 48 V for Datacom application but suffers from integration issues. Thus, BPFC SEPIC with separated-operation is introduced to solve the integration issues in conventional PFC SEPIC but the structure requires more number of components. Therefore, the BPFC SEPIC with shared-operation structure is presented to reduce the number of components, however, it possesses some major practical drawbacks which are circulating current losses, capacitive coupling loop, and
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